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Introduction

AIG Travel has over 75 years of experience helping clients manage the risks facing them, 
their employees and their customers. In today’s world, civil unrest and global terrorism 
are worldwide realities and having a resource like AIG Travel can prove essential in a 
crisis. An organisation’s success depends, in part, on the safety and well-being of their 
employees – particularly in remote and high-risk locations. Understanding the risks, 
and having measures in place to proactively manage those risks are a vital part of any 
operation. That’s why more and more organisations are turning to AIG Travel, a leading, 
global provider of comprehensive security, medical and travel assistance services, for 
help. Wherever your employees or customers are travelling or working abroad, AIG Travel 
is never more than a phone call away 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

What We Do

AIG Travel can help safeguard the health, security and well-being of your employees, or 
travellers, and protect your operations, locally and internationally. We can help mitigate 
risk to travellers and expatriates while avoiding unnecessary costs to your business. Some 
of the sectors we serve include manufacturing, construction, energy, financial services, 
universities and corporations across a wide range of commercial sectors.

In an increasingly competitive market, organisations are constantly seeking ways to attract 
and retain customers. Through access to our global network of assistance centres and the 
expertise of our multilingual staff, you can offer a high level of customer care and added-
value services that will differentiate you from your competitors.
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Travel Assistance Services

Flight delays, unpredictable weather, lost or stolen luggage and other travel 
hassles are an unfortunate reality of travel today. Travel assistance provides 
dedicated, around-the-clock travel counsellors who are just a phone call 
away to help solve last-minute travel problems or emergencies, globally. To 
best appreciate the range and complexity of our services, we have placed 
them into four broad categories. While this list serves as a broad description 
of the assistance services we provide, we are able to customise programmes 
to meet your requirements. Our strength lies in our flexibility to tailor our 
services to meet your unique needs.

General Travel Assistance

Flight delays, unpredictable weather, lost and stolen luggage and 
other travel hassles are an unfortunate reality of travel today. We 
help keep your employees and travellers on the move.

 � Member-only travel assistance website
 � Emergency return travel arrangements
 � Emergency telephone interpretation assistance
 � Flight re-booking assistance
 � Hotel re-booking and guaranteed hotel check-in assistance
 � Rental vehicle booking assistance
 � Emergency cash transfer assistance
 � Travel information including visa/passport requirements
 � Urgent message relay to family, friends or business associates
 � Lost baggage search; stolen luggage replacement assistance
 � Lost passport/travel documents assistance
 � Up-to-the-minute travel delay reports
 � Up-to-the-minute information on local medical advisories, epidemics, 

required immunisations and available preventive measures
 � Up-to-the-minute travel supplier strike information
 � Foreign exchange, ATM and weather information
 � Worldwide public holiday information
 � Embassy or consulate referrals
 � Legal referrals
 � Translation services 
 � Inoculation information
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Travel Medical Services

From physician referrals to coordinating emergency medical 
evacuations, we help your travellers address their medical needs 
with expediency and expert care.

 � Emergency medical evacuation transportation assistance and 
arrangements

 � Repatriation of mortal remains assistance and arrangements  
(in accordance with local governmental procedures)

 � Physician/hospital/dental/vision referrals, when medical attention is 
required and assistance with appointments

 � Return travel arrangements
 � Emergency prescription replacement while abroad
 � Assistance with the dispatch of a doctor or specialist
 � Medical evacuation quotation and coordination
 � In-patient and out-patient medical case management
 � Qualified liaison for relaying medical information to family members
 � Arrangements for visitor to bedside of hospitalised insured
 � Eyeglasses and corrective lens replacement assistance
 � Direct billing to medical providers (where available)
 � Medical cost containment/expense recovery and overseas medical 

invoice investigation
 � Shipment of medical records
 � Assistance with renting/replacing of medical equipment 
 � Special medical services coordination and arrangement when required 

(e.g., oxygen or a wheelchair for evacuations and repatriations by 
commercial carriers)
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Security Services

The AIG Travel Security team is your trusted source for comprehensive worldwide security 
assistance. With an unparalleled reputation for a wide array of security solutions, we help our 
clients minimise the risks to their employees and operations. We leverage existing expertise 
and resources dedicated to providing top quality and timely intelligence, intervention and 
evacuation services. With this experience and the support of security professionals, you can 
rest assured that your travellers have the security resources they need anytime, anywhere. With 
worldwide capabilities, we provide an immediate response for minor security incidents to life-
threatening events.

 � Security evacuation assistance*
 � Security and safety advisories, global risk analysis and consultation specialist
 � Urgent message alerts, reporting and dissemination
 � 24/7/365 response services to assist employees, customers and their families during an incident
 � Online access to up-to-date intelligence (breaking news, threat assessments, incident reports, country 

reports)
 � Check-in service
 � Security and cultural training**
 � Vulnerability assessments**
 � Risk management consulting**
 � Risk/threat assessments**

We also coordinate and arrange:
 � Armoured vehicles
 � Security transportation services
 � Executive protection
 � VIP meet and greet
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*Every emergency situation is unique and requires emergency-specific planning. The immediacy of assistance varies from case to case and is dependent 
on situation. AIG Travel reserves the right to select what it deems is the appropriate emergency situation arrangement in case of emergency.

**Services and related arrangements are subject to terms and conditions, and may require additional costs.
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Our Travel Security team monitors global incidents and developments 24/7, including:

 � Political uprisings, such as attempted or successful coups or assassinations
 � Military actions
 � Terrorist attacks
 � Aviation incidents, such as airplane crashes or hijackings
 � Natural catastrophes (e.g. earthquakes, volcanic eruptions or tsunamis)
 � Catastrophic event monitoring
 � Health concerns or disease outbreaks
 � Infrastructure issues, such as power outages
 � Cyber threats, warnings or developments
 � Government warnings
 � Any general development with a strong risk for further escalation or impact

Our robust service set includes:

 � AIG Travel Assistance Website – Contains security advice to help avoid threats to your identity 
and your personal belongings. In addition, we also provide advice for safe travel to worldwide 
destinations including information on security hotspots, cultural considerations, safe transportation 
and emergency contacts. 

 � Global News Watch - A daily email overview of global security news that is broken down into 
geographic regions. The AIG Travel Security team will advise travellers on the best course of action if 
heading to the region in question; this could be by encouraging more vigilance in specific regions or 
in more serious cases, avoiding areas that pose a significant risk to personal safety. 

 � 24/7 Phone Assistance – 24/7/365 access to trained security personnel ready to provide advice for 
any concern or to assist travellers in immediate danger. 

 � Security Expertise – Intelligence analysts leverage a deep network of international contacts and are 
trained in open source intelligence gathering to assist with your security needs.

 � Travel Guard® Travel Tracer allows for access to traveller data in real-time:
 – Global Distribution System (GDS): A fully automated system that relies on the client using a set 

travel management company
 – Automated email alerts
 – Tracking and communication

Custom Security Services

We also offer custom security  
services, including:

 � Secured transportation services
 � Executive protection
 � Armoured vehicles
 � Risk Management consulting
 � Risk/threat assessments
 � Security training
 � Cultural training
 � Building vulnerability assessments
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Our People

Assistance

Our assistance team is comprised of assistance coordinators, 
operation managers and travel professionals that are experienced 
and well-versed in customer care. With the ability to speak over 40 
languages, we ensure that our collective knowledge and experience 
are applied where it matters most – supporting and responding to 
our customers when they need us. Clinical needs are always put 
first and decision making comes from the top. This people-first 
approach extends right through to the rest of our operations.

We continue to equip and enhance the knowledge and skills of our 
assistance team through ongoing education programmes and the 
development of standards of practice. 
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Medical

We have established a global medical team, which enables us to deliver 
travel medical assistance over the phone to our customers around the clock. 
The assistance centres are available 24/7/365 and staffed by physicians who 
specialise in emergency medicine, as well as other diversified specialties.

All physicians have emergency medicine, critical care, clinical and/or triage 
experience. This model ensures our medical team is current with the latest 
developments and advances in medical care. Additionally, medical case 
managers, comprised of registered nurses and paramedics, also have 
emergency medicine, critical care, clinical and triage experience and are 
available 24/7. They function under the direction of the on-duty physician 
and provide support for all medical cases. All medical assistance and 
Regional Medical Officers are overseen by our Global Medical Director 
based in Houston, Texas, USA.

Our centres are fully integrated from a systems perspective and our medical 
staff work as a true “virtual” team. A case opened in one centre can be 
fully accessed and managed by a doctor, nurse or paramedic. Having a 
global footprint also provides language skills, geographical understanding 
and cultural expertise. Likewise, we are able to take full advantage of the 
local/regional medical knowledge and expertise of this diverse staff, without 
sacrificing quality or timeliness of delivery.

Medical Evacuation Process:

Our medical evacuation process is streamlined by our established global 
medical team:

 � Open the case:
 – Obtain name, location, contact, condition/situation

 � Determine if an evacuation is medical necessary:
 – Access account profile in case management system
 – Evaluate patient and facility
 – Establish acuity of condition
 – Determine adequacy of facility to treat condition

 � Determine method(s) of transport and destination:
 – En-route requirements, speed of transport, facility capabilities, political 

and other factors
 – Provider availability and selection
 – ETA to patient resources

 � Update family/employer with evacuation status
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Security advice, assistance, and information services 
are provided from the 24/7 AIG Travel Security 
Operations Centre located in our worldwide 
headquarters in Houston, Texas. Our travel 
security team is composed of personnel with a 
broad spectrum of security industry background, 
experience and expertise; ranging from government, 
military and law enforcement to corporate travel 
and asset protection. This allows us to respond to 
an event appropriately with security consultants and 

specialists, on the ground across the globe, as seen 
in the map shown. Security recommendations vary 
based on the severity of the situation. 

Our global security analysts leverage a deep 
network of international contacts to gain valuable 
organic intelligence. Trained in open source 
intelligence gathering, our security analysts utilise 
several supporting software systems to efficiently 
aggregate and process intelligence information. 

The AIG Travel Security Operations Centre provides 
threat reporting and active monitoring to offer 
proactive warnings when situations become volatile. 
In addition, content updates and threat assessments 
are delivered through the AIG Travel Assistance 
website, which provides clients with pertinent safety 
and security information worldwide.

Security

AIG Travel Service Centers

AIG Locations

AIG Global Security Partners

Stevens Point, Wisconsin, USA

Houston, Texas, USA

Bogotá, Colombia

Shoreham-by-Sea, UK

Sofia, Bulgaria

Guangzhou, China

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Okanawa, Japan

Security Footprint
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Global Network
We have developed a support infrastructure of expert resources and leading-edge technology so that help 
can be coordinated immediately and seamlessly. We operate as a global company, delivering a consistent 
24-hour service across all time zones. At the same time, we understand local cultures and systems, and can 
always find the best on-the-ground solution.

In addition to our global network of assistance centres and offices, we work with the best-in-class providers, 
strategically located worldwide. We engage both local and foreign-owned entities. Our presence in over 
100 countries helps us deliver service locally. We maintain a group of medical transport providers with 
whom we associate after careful evaluation; including personnel, equipment, aviation, and liability review. 
At this time, we work with more than 300 air ambulance and medical transport providers. 

Without the burden of owning and operating aircraft, we have a more cost-effective structure. This enables 
us to have competitive pricing and flexible services. Accessing a wide variety of partners helps to give us the 
independence to use the most suitable provider in a particular region. This business model also enables us 
to provide efficient medical assistance solutions since most third party service providers are  bidding for the 
same cases; keeping costs low and the service levels high. 

After our medical monitoring staff evaluates the insured’s condition, should the insured’s condition warrant 
emergency ground transport for emergency evacuation, we will engage a local ambulance company to 
provide the services.

We develop and maintain committed relationships with physicians, healthcare facilities, dentists, medical 
escorts, firms and other medical and healthcare-related providers around the world. Furthermore, we 
partner with leading, nationally-recognised preferred provider organisations (PPOs), such as United 
Healthcare in the U.S. and Global Doctor in China. These relationships provide access to over 650,000 
worldwide preferred providers and specific networks, such as United Healthcare International’s (UHI) 
Hygeia PPO Network. In addition, we support and actively work with AIG-owned insurance companies and 
health care administrators. Our combined network resources span numerous sources and organisations. 

While we have medical monitoring staff, we do not own clinics or hospitals. We coordinate with medical 
facilities worldwide to provide the most appropriate care for clients.
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Medical Care in the Air
In an emergency, knowing the availability of appropriate transportation is 
crucial. Our team of experts will make the necessary arrangements to deal 
with any medical or security request requiring ground or air transportation. 
With our industry knowledge, established contacts and logistical expertise, 
our teams can quickly organize all aspects of transportation. In all cases, 
we offer bed-to-bed service that includes commercial stretcher transport or 
air ambulance with medical escorts, arrangement of ground ambulance 
transfers and hospital admission. At our assistance centres, doctors are 
on standby to coordinate the medical care and ground support needed 
to move patients quickly and safely to the nearest centre of medical 
excellence, or to arrange repatriation. To ensure patients receive the best 
possible care when flying at high altitudes, we provide doctors and nurses 
with specialties in aero-medical care and comprehensive intensive training 
who will escort patients to their destination.
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Online Services and Support

These days, with so much information available, individuals and 
organisations need access to reliable, specific and consistent information 
to help keep their travellers safe and secure. We have developed a suite 
of online solutions to help mitigate the risks of international travel. Our 
assistance website gives organisations, individual business travellers and 
expatriates access to extensive medical, security and travel information. 

Real-time tracking tools, ongoing situation updates and online advice 
offer an unmatched level of assistance globally. For example, automated 
travel advisories and alerts provide customised, destination-specific 
briefings, while the Travel Guard® Travel Tracer tool offers real-time 
traveller tracking and on-demand reports so organisations and 
employers can act immediately during a crisis. We also provide online 
country reports and online access to up-to-date intelligence, which is 
constantly updated 24/7 to keep travellers fully informed.
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Assistance Website

Travellers have convenient access to our global network of service centres and providers 
on our travel assistance website. Members can view a full array of services and benefits 
available through their programme\, including:

 � In-depth travel health and safety information
 � Travel information including visa/passport requirements
 � Country guides, case studies and pre-travel tips
 � Email alerts providing travellers with the latest updates on emerging situations for their selected 

travel destinations
 � Daily news reports covering political instability, civil unrest, natural disasters and news from 

around the world
 � Access to AIG Travel’s preferred medical provider network
 � Individual profiles to store secure information

Travel Guard® Travel Tracer Powered by NC4 Risk Center

Travel Guard® Travel Tracer Powered by NC4 Risk Center is an online travel risk 
management solution that gives organisations the ability to track and manage the safety 
and security of their travellers worldwide. This configurable system delivers actionable 
information and intelligence that helps reduce risk wherever your and your employees live, 
work and travel, with the added reassurance of 24-hour access to our medical and security 
intelligence and evacuation services.

The solution combines travel intelligence, traveller tracking and real-time threat alerts 
and provides a full view of your travel risk exposure, hence improving risk visibility and 
situational awareness and enabling a confident response when problems arise. It also helps 
to prepare travellers through comprehensive travel reports, customised and automated pre-
trip advisories, as well as targeted alerts to at-risk travellers and their managers.
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Getting in Touch with Us

AIG Travel can help you – either with a specific service or a custom set of solutions. We 
have built our business on the basis of listening to our customers’ needs and responding 
by developing tailor-made services. If you would like to find out more about how we can 
help, contact us:

About AIG Travel and Travel Guard®

AIG Travel, Inc., a member of American International Group, Inc., is a worldwide leader in travel insurance and global assistance, including medical and security services. Travel Guard® is the marketing name for its portfolio of travel insurance solutions and travel-related services, including 
assistance and security services, marketed to both leisure and business travellers around the globe. For additional information, please visit our websites at www.aig.com/travel and www.travelguard.com.

Services and benefits provided by AIG Travel offer traveller assistance through coordination, negotiation and consultation through a network of wholly owned service centres located in Asia, Europe and the Americas, and through an extensive network of worldwide partners. Expenses for goods 
and services provided by third parties are the responsibility of the traveller. 

About AIG
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organisation serving customers in more than 100 countries and jurisdictions. AIG companies serve commercial, institutional and individual customers through one of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of 
any insurer. In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of life insurance and retirement services in the United States. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig. 

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries 
or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties. Certain property-casualty coverages may be 
provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds.

AIG Travel - Americas

2929 Allen Parkway
14th Floor
Houston, Texas 77019
USA
TGSTPAccountManagement@aig.com  

AIG Travel - EMEA

21 Cecil Pashley Way 
Shoreham Airport 
Shoreham-by-Sea
West Sussex BN43 5FF
United Kingdom
EMEAAccountManagement@aig.com

AIG Travel - Asia Pacific

Level 15
Menara Worldwide
198 Jalan Bukit Bintang
Kuala Lumpur 55100 
Malaysia
ATAP_AccountManagers@aig.com

AIG New Zealand Contacts

Mathew Abbott
Head of Group Personal Insurance
The AIG building 
41 Shortland Street
Auckland, 1010
T +64 09 355 3131
M +64 21 991 713
mathew.abbott@aig.com 

Nikki Nickles ANZIIF (Assoc) CIP

Senior Underwriter, Group Personal Insurance 
The AIG building 
41 Shortland Street
Auckland 1010
T +64 09 355 3142
M +64 21 329 232
nikki.nickles@aig.com

Dan Evans
Underwriter, Group Personal Insurance 
The AIG building 
41 Shortland Street
Auckland 1010
T +64 09 355 3342
M +64 27 478 3505
dan.evans@aig.com
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